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Abstract

Optical lithography is facing a great challenge from the continuous shrinkage of industry
node toward 22nm or below. The increasing sensitivity to process variations becomes a key
problem hindering further progress. To address this problem, inverse lithography, which
designs pixelated masks with appropriate algorithms, is favored for its capacity of exploring
a larger solution space. This search capacity, however, is limited by the fixed source configu-
ration. To this end, optimization of pixelated source and pixelated mask together has come
up for further performance improvement. In this paper, a source-mask co-optimization
(SMO) algorithm, which incorporates process variations into the optimization scheme, is
introduced. To further improve the process robustness, we apply weighted total variation
and aerial image intensity control as regularization. Simulation results show that we achieve
greater pattern fidelity and enhanced process robustness by using SMO.

1 Introduction

In optical lithography, the 193nm water immersion lithography system is now on service.
While further development of the shorter wavelength and higher NA (numerical aperture)
is hindered for some practical reason, circuit feature size shrinkage is still continuing on the
path to the ever smaller technology nodes beyond the Rayleigh resolution limit [1]. Mean-
while, printed features at small dimensions are easily affected by process variations (mainly
dose and focus variations) for current low-k1 optical lithography. Overcoming these physical
limitations requires the use of computation: optimization and image processing techniques
for solutions that are insensitive to process fluctuations [2]. One common approach to tackle
this problem, known as optical proximity correction (OPC), makes pre-distortion on the
mask topology so that the resultant circuit pattern matches the desired one [3]. Among these
techniques, inverse lithography (IL) searches for a solution by solving an inverse imaging
problem [4]. Compared to edge-based OPCs [5, 6], which calculate mask pre-distortion by
adjusting the locations of feature edges, IL explores a wider solution space by manipulating
pixels of the mask image.

Despite the theoretical ability to deliver superior wafer performance, practical imple-
mentation of inverse lithography remains a challenging task. Algorithms developed must
conform to industry specifications [7], such as mask manufacturability and process robust-
ness [8, 9]. Enhanced performance through multiple process conditions can be achieved
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by incorporating process fluctuations explicitly into optimization framework [9] or by the
use of cost function defined by various specifications, e.g., depth of focus, process window,
process variation (PV)-band, etc. [10]. However, IL alone cannot completely solve the above
imaging problems. The adjustment of illumination configuration is necessary for imaging
systems at k1 < 0.75 [3].

Many early works have been dedicated to the development of algorithms for illumination
optimization. Burkhardt et al. explored the diffraction orders on the pupil plane, and
found the optimal source configuration to enhance image contrast for phase-shifting contact
masks [11]. Socha et al. developed a scheme based on Hopkins partially coherent imaging
equations to determine the importance of illuminator areas for periodic patterns [12]. Below
45nm circuit feature sizes, imaging using standard techniques becomes difficult. Source
optimization and the reticle pattern optimization have been integrated to extend the life
of current immersion lithography toolset [13]. Further degrees of freedom for optimization
are provided by customized diffractive optical element (DOE) realization of the pixelated
source [14]. Together with pixelated mask used in IL, the so-called free-form source-mask
co-optimization fits well into the inverse lithography framework. Therefore both the source
shape and its pixel intensity can be changed for an optimal source computation.

In this work, a free-form SMO scheme based on the inverse source-mask synthesis tech-
nique is proposed. The source image and the mask are iteratively updated by minimizing a
cost function, which includes the regularization on the aerial image to improve the robust-
ness against dose variation. Experimental results of SMO and mask optimization with the
traditional source are compared to illustrate the robustness enhancement made by SMO.

2 Inverse Lithography with Off-axis Illuminations

Under an off-axis illumination, the aerial image (denoted by Ia) formed by the partial
coherent imaging system is modeled by the Hopkins equation [15]. The image intensity at
(x, y) is given by

Ia(x, y) =

∞∫
· · ·

∫

−∞
J(f, g)Ĥ(f + f ′, g + g′)Ĥ†(f + f ′′, g + g′′)M̂(f ′, g′)M̂ †(f ′′, g′′)

×e−i2π[(f ′−f ′′)x+(g′−g′′)y] df dg df ′ dg′ df ′′ dg′′, (1)

where Ĥ and Ĥ† denote the pupil function (optical transfer function, OTF) and its complex
conjugate, respectively. M̂ represents the mask spectrum. J is the source function, which
is represented by a pixelated image, with each pixel denoting one discrete source point. A
single source point gives rise to a projected image, and the collection of images from all
source points contributes to Ia(x, y).

As stated in [16], inverse lithography computes the mask pattern by solving an opti-
mization problem. The solution can be obtained by minimizing a cost function, which has
a general form of

Mopt(x, y) = arg min
M(x,y)

D
{
Γ{Ia(x, y)}, Î(x, y)

}

subject to M(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}. (2)

In the above equation, M(x, y) represents the binary pattern on the mask and I(x, y) is the
target design, which is the desired pattern on the wafer. Γ(·) is the function approximating
the photo-resist effect, which can be modeled as a soft thresholding by a logarithmic sigmoid
function [8]. For IL optimization, the measure of closeness between the printed pattern and
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the desired circuit is not limited to a unique form. Here we denote it by D in general. A
common method refers to the use of �1 or �2 norm in the form of ‖Γ{Ia(x, y)} − Î(x, y)‖,
which is regarded as the pattern fidelity term. Other than this, measure D may also include
terms such as depth of focus (DOF), normalized image log slope (NILS), manufacturability,
etc., which are called regularization terms.

3 Free-form Source and Mask Co-optimization

The source function J is fixed during optimization in IL. For SMO, both the source and the
mask are variables to be optimized. The optimization problem described in Equation (2)
then becomes

{Mopt(x, y), Jopt(f, g)} = arg min
{M,J}

D
{
Γ{Ia(x, y)}, Î(x, y)

}

subject to M(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}, J(f, g) ≥ 0. (3)

Note that the source J(f, g) takes nonnegative value, and is normalized by its total energy.
To enhance the process robustness, we explicitly add process variations into Equa-

tion (3). As in [9], focus and dose variations are first considered as random variables,
and then a set of samples are taken to form the training set. Under the process condi-
tions determined by the training set, J and M are iteratively updated to find the optimal
solutions.

Meanwhile, to enhance the image contrast, we apply the total variation (TV) regular-
ization, since the aerial image is piecewise smooth. To maintain the edge sharpness and
avoid oversmoothing small features, a weight matrix based on the edge of the target image
is added as a control of the strength of TV minimization. The weight matrix takes small
values at the edge, where gradients are large, and it takes relatively large values elsewhere.

Other than giving the edge smaller smooth penalty, the image contrast can be further
improved by adding another regularization term that manipulates the intensity of the aerial
image. Here we choose to minimize ‖Ia(x, y)−tÎ(x, y)‖22 at the edge, which means a weighted
mean square error is minimized. The weight matrix is determined by the target image’s edge,
and t

2 is the threshold used in the photo-resist model. This penalty forces the intensities at
the edge to reach a lower bound 0 when the phase of the target design is 0

◦
, and an upper

bound t when the phase is 180
◦
. Thus intensities in the vicinity of the threshold are equally

penalized. Since we minimize across multiple defocus conditions, it also helps to improve

the depth of focus. The proposed form of D
{
Γ{Ia(x, y)}, Î(x, y)

}
is then given by

D
{
Γ{Ia(x, y)}, Î(x, y)

}
=

∑
x,y

(
Γ{Ia(x, y)} − Î(x, y)

)2
+ λ1

∑
x,y

∣∣W1(x, y)∇Ia(x, y)
∣∣

+λ2

∑
x,y

W2(x, y)
(
Ia(x, y)− tÎ(x, y)

)2

= J
{
Γ{Ia}, Î

}
+ λ1RTV{Ia}+ λ2Raerial{Ia}. (4)

The measure D is composed of three terms, which relate to pattern fidelity (J ), TV regu-
larization (RTV) and aerial image regularization (Raerial). The weight matrix of TV regu-
larization and the aerial image penalty are denoted by W1 and W2, respectively.

In fact, ‖Ia(x, y)− Î(x, y)‖22 has been used as the fidelity term in [17], which also claimed
that using ‖Γ{Ia(x, y)}− Î(x, y)‖22 would lead to further decrease of the pattern error. Note
that the upper bound of the aerial image intensity over the whole image is difficult to
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(a) Reference source: (b) Optimized mask (c) Output of (b) (d) Output of (b)

annular with (a) at best focus at defocus 80nm
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with (e) at best focus at defocus 80nm

Figure 1: Results of reference source and SMO.

predict. Sometimes it might exceeds the target image intensity 1. Our penalty has no such
concern, because it applies only on intensities near the edge that are mostly quite close to
the threshold. With the fidelity term J minimizing the pattern error, RTV and Raerial help
to enhance the process robustness further.

4 Results

We apply SMO on a target pattern with two rectangles, and compare the results with a
reference annular source. The critical dimension of the test pattern is 50nm, which is the
distance between two rectangles. The width of each rectangle is 60nm and length 110nm,
with the mask pixel size 10× 10nm2. The image matrix size is 151× 151. In the following
we show truncated images for a clearer demonstration.
In Figure 1, the first row (figure (a), (b), (c) and (d)) displays the reference source, the
optimized mask, the output at best focus and defocus, respectively. Following the same
structure, the second row shows results of SMO. One can observe that, although the printed
patterns in Figure 1 (c) and (g) show similar performance at best focus, the image quality
of Figure 1 (d) deterioates more than that of Figure 1 (h) at a defocus 80nm.
To quantitatively exam the performance of SMO, we draw process windows [3] of the ref-
erence source and the optimized source. Four critical locations, which are numbered and
marked with different colors in Figure 2 (a), are chosen for the process window calcula-
tion. To be specific, the width and length of the rectangle, as well as the space between
two rectangles, are measured. Figure 2 (b) and (c) are calculated process windows for the
reference source and SMO, respectively. In each figure there are four pairs of curves drawn
by four different colors that are consistent with the colors used in Figure 2 (a). Each pair of
curves with the same color represents the maximum doses and the minimum doses, between
which the corresponding feature keeps its nominal size over the measured focus range. And
the area bounded by the four pairs of curves defines the process window. The dose range
specified by the maximum dose and the minimum dose is the exposure latitude [3]. One can
observe that process window in Figure 2 (c) is larger than that in Figure 2 (b). For instance,
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Figure 2: Process window.

with a 10% exposure latitude, (c) exhibits a larger focus range than (b), as illustrated by the
ellipses in (b) and (c). Thus the process robustness is enhanced by SMO. In addition, the
optimized illumination configuration in this case is quite like a dipole source, which indicates
that one can use the result of free-form SMO for parametric source optimization [18].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we compare the performance of free-form source-mask co-optimization with
that of pixelated mask design with a fixed traditional illumination. Experimental results
show that SMO improves the printed pattern fidelity across multiple process conditions.
Thus it enhances the process robustness. Further interest focuses on SMO for multiple
circuit patterns and developing faster SMO algorithms.
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